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Abstract
Fourier-transform Infrared (FT-IR) Spectroscopy measurements have been
performed on the three-dimensional dilute antiferromagnet FexZn1−xF2 with
x = 0.99 ∼ 0.58 in far infrared (FIR) region. The FIR spectra are analyzed
taking into account the ligand field and the local exchange interaction prob-
ability with J1 ∼ J3; |J1|, |J3| ≪ |J2|, where J1, J2 and J3 are the nearest
neighbor, second nearest neighbor and third nearest neighbor exchange in-
teraction constants, respectively. The concentration dependence of the FIR
spectra at low temperature is qualitatively well reproduced by our analysis,
though some detailed structure remains unexplained.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The dilute antiferromagnet FexZn1−xF2 has been studied extensively over the last two
decades. In the concentrated region with x > 0.4, FexZn1−xF2 is an ideal example of
the random-exchange Ising model without an applied field, and it becomes a prototypical
example of the random-field Ising model when the field is applied along the spin easy axis [1].
Near and below the percolation threshold xp ∼ 0.24 [2], FexZn1−xF2 shows a cluster-glass
behavior [3,4]. Paduani et al. have investigated the magnetic excitations in FexZn1−xF2
using inelastic neutron scattering techniques and have reported that the spectrum obtained
at a low temperature can be reproduced with three Gaussian peaks [5]. No theoretical
explanation has been given for this. In order to clarify the nature of the magnetic excitations
in FexZn1−xF2, we have investigated the far infrared (FIR) spectra in FexZn1−xF2 using a
Fourier-transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectrophotometer with high resolution in zero field and
tried to understand the results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The single crystals of FexZn1−xF2 were grown at UCSB by the Bridgman method. The
platelets were polished to form a wedge in order to avoid the interference between light
reflected from the upper plane and that from the lower plane of the sample. The strain at
the surfaces of the sample, due to polishing, was removed by etching it in 70 ◦C HCl solution
for 1 minute. The transition temperatures are TN = 78 K, 72 K, 66 K, 54 K, and 45 K
for x = 0.99, 0.91, 0.84, 0.68, and 0.58, respectively. The FIR spectra were measured with
a bandwidth resolution of 0.1 cm−1 using a FT-IR spectrophotometer made by the Bruker
company, Germany. We used a high pressure Hg lamp as a light source, a myler film with
23 µm thickness as a beamsplitter, and a Si- bolometer as a detector. The temperature, T ,
of the sample was controlled using a helium cryostat from the Oxford Instruments, U. K.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The T dependence of the FIR spectra of Fe0.84Zn0.16F2 is shown in Fig. 1 as an example.
The main broad absorption peak line becomes broader and its position shifts gradually to
the lower energy side as T increases below TN . Two smaller satellite peaks are visible at
all temperatures. The higher energy one becomes broader as T increases, while the lower
energy one becomes sharper. Above TN , no absorption is observed. This T dependence of
the FIR spectra is found to be common to all the samples investigated.
The concentration dependence of the FIR spectrum of FexZn1−xF2 at 5 K is shown in
Fig. 2. A very sharp absorption at 52.6 cm−1 is observed for Fe0.99Zn0.01F2. The frequency
of this absorption is in very good agreement with that of the antiferromagnetic resonance
in FeF2 (52.7 ±0.2 cm−1) reported by Ohlman and Tinkham [6]. However, there is a small
absorption in the spectrum of Fe0.99Zn0.01F2 near 50 cm
−1 which is not observed in the pure
system. The absorption line of Fe0.91Zn0.09F2 is much broader than that of Fe0.99Zn0.01F2.
The oscillation in the spectrum of Fe0.91Zn0.09F2 is considered to be an interference effect
because this platelet is thicker than others. With increasing dilution, the absorption line
becomes broader and its position shifts to lower energy. Taking into account the higher
resolution of the FIR data that allows the main peak to be resolved into the two higher energy
peaks, the spectrum of Fe0.58Zn0.42F2 is consistent with the q = 0 spectrum of Fe0.59Zn0.41F2
measured by neutron scattering [5], except for the small lower energy peak in the FIR
spectrum.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
To analyze the FIR spectra of FexZn1−xF2, we approximate the magnetic excitations
in this system as single ion ones, taking the exchange interactions between Fe2+ spins into
account in the form of a molecular field. This should be a good approximation since the
results of the magnetization measurements made in FexZn1−xF2 were successfully explained
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based on a localized spin flip model [7]. The non-diluted compound FeF2 has the rutile type
crystal structure D144h − P4/mnm [8,9]. The Fe2+ free ion has a 3d6 configuration and the
ground state is 5D. Each Fe2+ ion is surrounded by six F− ions forming an octahedron. The
orbital state of the high spin Fe2+ ion in an octahedral environment is split into the doublet
5E and the triplet 5T2 by the cubic field:
5T2 is the ground state and
5E is lifted up by
some 10,000 cm−1. The rhombic field removes all the orbital degeneracy of 5T2: A1g is the
ground state separated from B1g and B2g by ∼1115 cm−1 and ∼2400 cm−1 respectively [10].
Spin-orbit effects are adequately treated by perturbation methods, the effective Hamiltonian
pertaining to the lowest orbital state of a single Fe2+ ion being
H = −DSz2 + E(Sx2 − Sy2), (1)
where z is taken parallel to the crystalline c axis and D and E are the uniaxial and or-
thorhombic anisotropy constants. As is seen from Fig. 1, the absorption intensity of the
main signal decreases with increasing T . This means that the signal originates in the tran-
sition from the ground state. So, we assign the signals to the transition, from the ground
state to the lowest excitation state, of which probability is suggested to be most dominant by
matrix calculation of Hamiltonian of Eq. 1. The excitation energy, ∆E, for this transition
to occur at T = 0 is
∆E = ∆El + |J |, (2)
where ∆El = 3(D−E)+3E2/D is a ligand field and J is an exchange interaction. Tinkham
estimated that D = 7.3(±0.7) cm−1 and E = 0.70(±0.04) cm−1 from the analysis of the
paramagnetic resonance of Fe2+ in ZnF2 [11]. Guggenheim et al. estimated D = 6.46 (+0.29,
-0.10) cm−1 by inelastic neutron scattering in FeF2 [12].
The probability, p(i, ni) that ni magnetic ions occupy the zi i th nearest neighbor sites
is given by, zi!
ni!(zi−ni)!
xni(1 − x)zi−ni, with i > 0 and where x is the concentration of the
magnetic ion. The sum of the local exchange interaction, J(ni) = J(n1, n2, · · ·), and the
probability that J(ni) is operative, P (ni) = P (n1, n2, · · ·), are described as J(ni) = ∑i Jini
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and P (ni) =
∏
i p(i, ni), where Ji describes the exchange interaction to the i th nearest
neighbor. In the calculation, we consider the exchange interactions up to the third nearest
neighbors. The values of parameters used are as follows: J1 = +0.048 cm
−1, J2 = -3.64
cm−1, J3 = -0.194 cm
−1 [13], z1 = 2, z2 = 8, and z3 = 4. Taking into account the intrinsic
line width of the experimental spectra, we calculate the spectrum by replacing J in Eq.
2 by the Gaussian distribution of the probability of the local exchange interaction. The
absorption spectrum as a function of energy, A(E), is written readily as
A(E) =
∫
P (|J | −∆El)√
2pi
exp
{
E − (|J | −∆El)
2σ
}
d|J |, (3)
where ∆El and the width of the Gaussian distribution, σ, are parameters depending on the
iron concentration x. The concentration dependence of the FIR spectrum of FexZn1−xF2
calculated using Eq. 3 is shown in Fig. 3. These spectra are qualitatively in good agreement
with the main peak in the experimental data shown in Fig. 2. The molecular field approx-
imation does not reproduce the three peaks structure which was suggested from neutron
scattering, but confirms the basics of the magnetic excitations of FexZn1−xF2.
In conclusion, we have studied the temperature dependence and concentration depen-
dence of the FIR spectra of FexZn1−xF2. The overall width and position of the main cluster
of peaks in each of the low temperature FIR spectra is reproduced qualitatively by a calcu-
lation based on a single-ion excitation model under a molecular field with the distribution of
the local exchange interactions. The detailed structure is, however, not adequately explained
and further theoretical work is warranted. In particular, the positions of the resolved multi-
ple FIR peaks are not reproduced by the model, consistent with conclusions of the previous
neutron scattering study [5] at x = 0.59.
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the FIR spectrum of Fe0.84Zn0.16F2.
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FIG. 2. Concentration dependence of the FIR spectrum of FexZn1−xF2 at 5 K.
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FIG. 3. Concentration dependence of the simulated FIR spectrum of FexZn1−xF2.
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